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Rebuild Carriage (Y) Transmission Assembly on I/S, 300, 350HF, FJE-II

Kits for #109635-80, 109636-80, 109637-80, Procedure P/N 111114 Rev 0

Step 1: Allen wrench 1/16”, 11/32” socket wrench with 
extension and a Phillips screwdriver. Step 2: New transmission bracket assembly.

    
  

Step 5: Loosen both (2) of the set screws in the pulley.    
1 1/2 turn will suffice. NOTE: The second set screw 
cannot be seen.

Step 4: All screws removed.

Step 6: The motor can now slip out from the bracket 
and it will leave behind the pulley and belt. See step 7.

Step 7: You can discard the old transmission bracket, 
belt, and pulley.

Step 8: The  new bracket, pulley, and belt are ready to 
assemble with the old motor.

Step 3: Unscrew all three (3) screws that secure the 
motor to the bracket.

       
   

      

Tools Required:
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Step 9: Place the bracket over the shaft of the new 
small motor as shown. The motor must be oriented 
correctly so the wires are arranged as shown.

Step 10: Tighten the 3 motor screws. 

Step 11: Close up or the 3 screws. They are loosen 
later for attaching the belt in Step 13.

Step 12: Tighten motor screws for clearance then slide 
the pulley on the shaft as shown. Place a nickel under 
the pulley flange and tighten the 2 set screws with one 
against the flat on the shaft as shown. Remove the 
nickel when the set screws are tight.

Step 13: Loosen the 3 screws again that hold the 
motor to the bracket. You will need this slack to place 
the belt on both pulleys. Step 14: With one end looped around the silver pulley, 

guide the other end around the black pulley as shown. 
This will take a little bit of force.

Step 15: Proper belt tension is important. Wrap four 
fingers around the motor body and press on the back 
of the bracket with your thumb as shown. Maintain firm 
pressure while the three screws are tightened.                                                        
The transmission is ready to install and test.

...FINISHED


